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Introduction

Knot theory studies embeddings of S1 into R3, referred to as knots,
and classifies these embeddings using functions known as knot in-
variants which give different values for knot which are not the same.

A Legendrian Knot is a knot equipped with a regular parameteri-
zation, Λ(t) : S1 −→ R3 such that Λ′(t) is tangent to the standard
contact structure on R3.

We can examine the front projection of a Legendrian knot Λ(t)
given by projecting the image of Λ(t) to the xz-plane.

DGAs and Stable-Tame Isomorphisms

The Chekanov-Eliashberg differential graded algebra (DGA) of a
Legendrian knot Λ is denoted (AΛ, ∂). AΛ is generated over Z by
the crossings and right cusps of the front projection of Λ as well as
a base point variable. The differential counts immersed disks with
corners at the crossings.

Given AΛ = Z ⟨a1, . . . , an, t±⟩ we can construct an r-graded sta-
bilization of AΛ, denoted ĀΛ, by introducing generators e1, e0 with
|e1| = r and |e0| = r − 1 and extending the differential by letting
∂(e1) = e0 and ∂(e0) = 0. If two DGAs are isomorphic after stabiliz-
ing one or both some number of times, we say that they are stably
isomorphic.

An elementary automorphism of AΛ is a chain map ϕ : AΛ → AΛ

such that for some j:

aj 7→ ±tkajt
r + w w ∈ Z

〈
a1, . . . , âj, . . . , an, t

±〉 and k, r ∈ Z
ai 7→ ai i ̸= j

t 7→ t

A tame isomorphism Φ : AΛ → A′
Λ is a chain map that is the com-

position of elementary automorphisms of AΛ with a map that sends
ai 7→ a′i and t 7→ s. We say AΛ and A′

Λ are stable-tame isomor-
phic if they become tame isomorphic after some stabilization(s).
The stable-tame isomorphism class of a Chekanov-Eliashberg DGA
is an invariant of Legendrian isotopy. [Che02][EN18]

Connected Sums

There are three incarnations of the Legendrian connected sum [CEK21]. In
the front projection they are dipicted as follows:

It is known that the three Legendrian connected sums are isotopic, therefore
the resulting DGAs of the connected knots are stably tame isomorphic.
The goal of our project was to construct these stable tame isomorphisms.

Example: Trefoil Connection

The right knots are connected sums of the left links. Φ and Ψ are tame
isomorphisms and α1, α2 are algorithms that describe what happens to the
differential when performing the connected sum. We define all these now:

• We find Φ using the method introduced by Chekanov in [Che02]. Note that
Φ maps into the 1-graded stabilization of A2.

Φ : A1 → Ā2

a 7→ e1
b 7→ e0 − 1

bi 7→ b′i for all i
ai 7→ a′i for i = 1, 2, 3, 4

a5 7→ a5 + e1ta3 + e1ta1 + e1ta1a2a3
ti 7→ si for all i

• After connecting, the two knots are pictorially the same after re-
labeling of vertices. Thus, Ψ has the following simple form

Ψ : A#1 → A#2

a 7→ b′4
b 7→ c

bi 7→ b′i for all i
ai 7→ a′i for all i
ti 7→ si for all i

•α1 and α2 are not maps, but can be described succinctly. Es-
sentially, α1 replaces the differential of a with 1 + (∂b4 − 1)b. α2

replaces s1 in the differentials of A2 with cs1 and multiplies the
non-constant terms of ∂b′4 by c on the right.
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